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So in a world where AEW had to do a marathon taping because they don’t
know when they will be able to tape again, this show still exists. Why
that is the case, instead of saving these matches for as long as they can
in the case of a rainy day isn’t clear, but I’m sure I’m just missing the
importance of making sure that an unnecessary supplemental show keeps
running. Let’s get to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

QT Marshall vs. Lee Johnson

Marshall takes him into the corner to start and they run the ropes a bit.
A hiptoss takes Marshall down and we hit the quickly broken armbar.
There’s a legdrop for two and it’s off to an abdominal stretch. Marshall
charges into some boots in the corner but it’s a Lethal Combination to
put Johnson down. The Swanton gives Marshall (who is cut underneath the
eye) the pin at 4:05.
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Rating: C-. What is there to say about something like this? It was just a
quick squash featuring a low level guy who is only there in a tag team
that doesn’t have the biggest future. That being said, Marshall is a
great hand and someone who can do a fine enough match with just about
anyone.

Wardlow vs. Ryan Pyles

MJF is here with Wardlow, who slowly takes off his black suit. The
release F5 and a delayed cover finishes Pyles at 29 seconds.

Kip Sabian vs. Tony Donati

Penelope Ford is here too. Sabian snapmares him down to start but Tony
grabs a headlock to slow things down. That earns him an armdrag takeover
but a shot to the check sends Sabian into the corner. The ruse allows
Ford to choke on the ropes and a penalty kick gives Sabian two. As the
announcers discuss the different kinds of football, Tony grabs a
hammerlock brainbuster for two. A quick edit takes us to Sabian striking
away and pulling Tony down into kind of an Octopus Hold/Koji Clutch on
the mat for the tap at 6:03.

Rating: C-. This was slightly more competitive than I would have
expected, though it is nice to see Sabian getting in a win for a change.
He rarely does anything significant but it’s better than seeing him lose
over and over again. Sabian and Ford could be a rather nice midcard
pairing so hopefully they get put in the right place.

Overall Rating: D. Well that happened. This was a nothing show with three
matches that were either squashes or close to being one and that isn’t
exactly a show that needed to exist. I really don’t see the point in
having this show take place but at less than nineteen minutes, it’s
rather hard to get too annoyed. Nothing to see here, and that’s just a
step above being literal.

Results

QT Marshall b. Lee Johnson – Swanton

Wardlow b. Ryan Pyles – Release F5



Kip Sabian b. Tony Donati – Reverse Koji Clutch

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up the
paperback edition of KB’s Complete 2004 Monday Night Raw
Reviews (also available as an e-book) from Amazon. Check out
the information here:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2019/08/26/new-book-and-e-book-k
bs-complete-2004-monday-night-raw-reviews/

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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